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bstract

As a consequence of the Human Genome Project,
there has been an explosion of primary DNA sequencing data
available on CD ROM. This includes complete
genomes of viruses,partial genomes of bacterias,
and complete sequencesfor hundreds of human proteins.
Consequently, we began to envision a type of computergenerated music that would take cues for its musical
parameters directly from the physiological ones present in
DNA. A DNA sequence consists of a specified orderfor the
production of amino acids. The physical properties of amino
acids (dissociation constant, molecular weight, and chemical
class) combined with the properties of the individual bases
(melting temperatures) provide the basis for inheritance and
evolution and our musical compositions. The converted
results, one for each codon, represent distinct musical actions
in MIDI note events. Thusfan we have generated musical
compositions from several human, viral, and bacterial
sequences. This paper outlines our research.
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The geneticcode is an alphabetmadeup of four chemical
compoundswhich form the nucleotidebases-adenine (A), cytosine(C), guanine(G), and thymine (T). Thesebasesare linked
in a specific orderto form the doublehelical structureknown as
deoxyribonucleicacid, or DNA. Each individual living organism has a unique order of basesthat completely determinesits
physical structure.The four nucleotidesare arrangedin threeletter units known ascodons.Each codon specifiesone of nineteen amino acids. When they are grouped by chemical type,
there are eight such categories.The DNA template, located in
the nucleusof eachcell, acts as a blueprint that directs the pro
duction of proteins. DNA is translated into messengerribonucleic acid, or mRNA that is in turn serially scannedby ribosomes,organeileslocated in the cell’s cytoplasm. Ribosomes
usethe mRNA as a templateto direct the synthesisof proteins.
The initial programmingtask was to write an algorithm
that convertsthe list of sixty-four codons into distinct musical
events according to physical properties. A look-up table of
codonsand their correspondingamino acid types, followed by
the dissociationconstantor pK(a) and molecular weight, was
constructedas a data-base(Figure 1, below). There are eight

basicmusical timbres; one for eachof the eight classesof amino
acids.Each of the nineteenamino acids has a distinct pK(a) that
helps define pitch. Additional modifications involve physical
properties of the molecular bonding occurring in the codon itself, independentof what amino acid it codesfor. Using 7.0 as
the neutral point in acid/baseequilibrium point, pK(a)‘s below
7.0 are acidic while those above are basic.Hence,there are two
equationsfor eachcodon: one correlateshigher pitch with acidity, the other with base.The algorithm makes a binary choice
with each selection. Pitch bend commandsfor each note place
the music in just intonation.

where:
I and II are MIDI velocity levels
H is proportional to codon melting temperatureand Hy
drogen-bondstrength per codon.
(eachG=+8,C=+6,A=+4,T=+l)

The pK(a) and atomic weights of the amino acids
determine durations.
D = O.OlpM + O.I.Sk

where:
D = duration in clock ticks
P = pW4

f]=

((fp - 7.01) (4G +2T) +12) + k

M = molecular weight of amino acid
S = f (sum of hydrogen bonds per codon)
k = tempo constant(>O), higher number = slower tempo

where:
f & f I= MIDI pitches

All of the preliminary programming is scripted in
HyperCard.
The scripts prepare all the necessarydata, that is,
P = pW4
G=ZG+Cpercodon
the table of codons,and the genomesas collections for the MAX
T = z:A + Tper codon
object code language(Copyright by IRCAM and Opcode Sysk = Constant (Hydrogen Bonds):
tems).The initial table data contains the codon, followed by its
[AA=-2,?T=-I,CC=+I,CG=+2,GC=+3,
amino acid, pK(a), amino acid class numbers,and the molecuGG = +4]
lar weight of the amino acid (Figure I, first column). Eachcodon
is transformedinto a list in a collection (Figure 1, secondand
Intensities (velocity) are also adjusted according to the third columns). The list specifiesthe address,MIDI pitch, velcchydrogenbonding occurringin eachcodon.As with pitch, ity, channelnumber,pitch bend,and durationof the event for the
there are two correspondingequations for each codon correspondingcodon.A secondseriesof algorithmsreadsthe raw
and a binary choice is made with each selection.
DNA shings for a genome,searchesfor the startand stopcodons.
and then forms the three-lettercodon sequences(Figure 2, left
I=6H

column). Uncoded filler, ubiquitous extraneous material bearing

I] =109-I

no significanceto amino acid production,is ignored.In addition,
eachcodon from the genomeis checkedin the look-up table and
its codon index numberis put into anothercollection (Figure 2).

GAC,ASPj.122;5.1~;134
GAA,GLU,2.13,6.0,2,146
GAG,GLU,2.13,6.1,2,148
TCT,SER,2.186,7.3,1 ,l OS
TCA,SER,2.186,7.2,1,105
TM,SER,2.186,7.5,1
,lW

Figure 1: Partial Table of Codons
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Figure 2: Genome for Beta Globin

Actual genomesof human or bacterialproteins,or completevirusescan thenbe scannedby the DNA M ixer patch(Figure 3) so that each of the codonsis culled from the data-base
table and then played in real-time linear sequenceas M IDI
events.The m ixer can play up to five individual sequencesat
different starting points. This processis analogousto the scanning of the mRNA by the ribosomesas it adds amino acids
sequentiallyto makeproteins-a processnot unlike severalcars
(ribosomes)on a roller coasternegotiatingthe identical track
(mRNA), but at different locations,speeds,and spacings.Polyphonic voices can occurjust as multiple ribosomesrun along a
singlestrandof mRNA. At this point in our work, the computer
performsthe music on a YamahaTX802 digital synthesizeraccordingto a durationconstant(thegreaterthe constant,thelonger
eachrelative M IDI event).

Thus far, we have generatedmusical compositions for
blood andliver cells, the polio virus, botulinin toxin (botulism),
measles,rubella, four distinct common cold viruses, and the
HIV virus (we have presently avoided most human proteins
becauseof large amountsof uncodedfiller found in between
sequences).The next major goal is to realize the Smallpox
(Variola)Virus (now extinct save for two vials in Atlanta and
Moscow respectively).Becauseof its many distinct sequences
and extremelength (20,000basepairs), the MAX patch presently being usedwill requiresomemodifications.Future plans
also include the investigationof replacing M IDI events with
real-timesynthesisprogramming.
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